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60uP Newsletter May 2020
Dear 60uP Family,

Here we are already into May, and so much has changed since the last Newsletter.
Every day that passes by is one day closer to getting back out and LIVING our best
life. Personally, when I talk with my mother on the phone, she expresses to me her
longing to see her grandchildren and being able to hug and squeeze them again. As
we mature in life, it’s the simple things that mean the most.

The danger is not just the emotional “depression” that isolation and quarantine can
bring, but not using the muscles and mobility, that we take for granted every day, will
cause atrophy. We won’t truly know our limitations until we get up and go. The 60uP
Balance Board will give us the stamina to go as far as we used to, and the strength
in movement to trust the journey.
I have a goal for you!

Visualize opening the front door into the fresh, summer blue air and having the
mobility to bend down and smell the roses. Anticipate being able to pick up, hug, and
hold close the ones you cherish. You can do it!

Let’s do the preparation now and the first step will bring rewards you won’t want to
miss. Failure to do the work will lessen the chance of success. Being ready will
lighten each step mentally as well as physically.
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So my challenge to you, knowing you are stronger than you realize, picture your first
destination – that first hug or hike. Imagine that day coming closer, where you are
free to go out and create new, beautiful memories.
YOU CAN DO IT!

The 60uP® CHANGING LIVES Spotlight:

Steven S.

Steve has been a huge inspiration to
us at 60uP. Anyone purchasing the
board will have a question as to the
validity of the product. Steve blew us
away with not only his own progress,
but how he has helped others get on
the board, achieve their own results,
and educate others on the power and
truth behind 60uP. Steve is a
powerhouse at facing problems and
overcoming them.

When faced with adversity with his balance, he grabbed the poles with both hands
and took back his life! He refused to give in to what others may blame as the natural
aging process.

Steve’s passion to be his best, reverse the decline, and come back stronger is
something everyone has the ability to be in character. We are proud to have him as
a member of the 60uP family. Being a family member since the first-generation
board, we are proud to make you, Steve, our Hero of the month. You have been a
hero for us since day one.

Stay strong, stay focused, and stay leading the way.
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TIP of the Newsletter

Exaggerate the movements of the exercises and adapt them for your specific needs.
For example: when tapping the board in the very first exercise, while warming up,
lift the leg higher than needed and bring it down onto the board with a soft tap. This
will help your mobility and strength to take on greater challenges off the board. Be
powerful and trust your body.

I spoke to the wife of John, a 60uP user, yesterday. She explained to me that while
observing her husband's movements, he doesn’t lift his right leg so well and doesn’t
heel-to-toe when walking. So, we went over some possibilities with him, and he will
now work on the toe-tap by doing heel-tap first and then toe. You may want to add
this to your workout too. When stepping on the board, put your heel first then roll
onto your toes to get your body used to walking with a smooth action.

Some may find it easier to step heel first and then “roll” onto your toe to get your
body used to walk smoothly. Adapt your exercise and improve what you need to do
to get EVERYTHING YOU need from 60uP.

We are LIVE on Facebook – 9 am PST  Tuesdays / Thursdays / Fridays – GO TO
Facebook and follow us @60uPFitness where you can see us LIVE where you will
have the opportunity to send in questions during the 40-minute live event.  

I'm happy to answer all questions after the work-out and will also adapt workouts to
YOUR request's too. See you Tuesday, at 9 am PST.

Cheering you on. Stay safe, stay
healthy, and stay educated. With
your brain and body working
together – the world is yours.
Also, don’t forget your friends,



Let's Go!

help them share your journey by
helping them get a 60uP too.

-Dan Metcalfe,
Creator of the 60uP Program.

YouTube

Want to check out our TV appearances?

Missed a Facebook Live training session?

Learn more about us and access all of the

exercise videos available! It's all there and

more!

Subscribe and get alerts when new videos

are added.

Facebook

Our Facebook page is about the 60uP

community. Ask questions, comment

and have discussions, learn and have

some fun. There are even FACEBOOK

LIVE events to look forward to!
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Join in!

Sounds great!

You can also get details on our products

in our Facebook Shop, read reviews

and message us directly too!

Instagram

Get wellness and training tips, inspiration

from admirable people, customer stories

and clips from our TV and community

events.

Our InstaStories are full of behind the
scenes moments during filming, team

gatherings and warehouse visits, so you can

see how it's all done!

60uP® BALANCE PRODUCTS 60uP® BALANCE EXERCISES PRESS & MEDIA FAQ

60uP
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P.O. Box 101, Newbury Park, CA 91319, United States
 

customerservice@60up.com
http://60up.com
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